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INTRODUCTION

This project represents an attempt to develop some materials to
supplement the Addison-Wesley Mathematics Program for Grade 2.
The commercial program, as it stands, is conceptually sound. Operationally, however, it in many cases did not satisfactorily meet the needs
of the individual students of the classroom.
Therefore, the basic material was retained (i.e., student workbooks,
teacher's manual, unit tests). Materials have been developed which
allow some individualization in the presentation of the concepts, selfpacing by the student, testing devices, working conditions, manipulative
materials, and follow-up worksheets. These terms are further explained
in the pages that follow, as well as their relation to the Addison-Wesley
program.
These materials will be used during the 1972-73 school term at Rose
Hill Elementary School, Lake Washington School District, Kirkland,
Washington. They are intended to be used solely in my room.
Periodically throughout the year, and at the end of the year, the
materials will be evaluated. It is reasonable to assume that revisions
will be necessary, but only after they have been in operation and fairly
evaluated over a period of time.
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RELATED

READINGS

The following ten pages represent some of the research and reading
that was done in conjunction with the project. Before undertaking the
actual writing of the program, there was a nead to do extensive investigation. The reasons for doing so were two-fold:

1. to acquaint myself with what had been done with individualization

of instruction in the field of education, specifically, the subject
of mathematics
2. to secure rationale and theory which would support and concur
with my views on individualized instruction

No attempt has been made to summarize or evaluate the material
that was read. This is merely an eclectic composite of the notes that
were taken. From what was read, material was gleaned that was
considered meaningful and significant to what I was attempting to do
myself.
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The Arithmetic Teacher, May 1972
1

iindividualized Instruction - Who Needs It?"

by Dallas D. Wegener

Mr. 'Wegener is a principal of two elementary schools in East
Lansing, Michigan.

Contrary to what the title may lead you to believe,

he is a strong advocate of individualized instruction.

At present, he

is in the process of developing a totally individualized model.
He defines individualized instruction as "a mode of instruction
that allows a teacher to compensate for individual student differences. "
An individualized program should have:

I

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

diagnostic testing
pre-testing
prescriptive lessons
post-testing
frequent monitoring (bookkeeping)

He indicated that research has not proven individualized instruction
to be a better way of teaching mathematics or reading.

But then we

should be teaching children, not subjects, anyway.
Currently Dr. Joseph Hill of Oakland Community College is doing
research on different learning styles of individual students.

Hopefully,

it will add some rationale to the use of individualized instruction.
Interestingly enough, Mr. Wegener also sees the improvement of
the self-concept as being one of the main reasons for teaching in this
manner.
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Educational Digest, 37:34-6 Mr 72
71
lndividualized Instruction: Sweet in Theory, Sour in Practice"
by G. L. Henderson

Mr. Henderson begins by citing what he considers to be "failures"
in individualization of instruction:
1890
1898
1919
1920

-

Preston W. Search, Supt. of Schools, in Pueblo Colorado
idea of differentiated staffing in Batavia, N. Y.
Winnetka Plan (Winnetka, Illinois)
Dalton Plan (Dalton, Massachusetts)

More recently Henry Van Engen has decried the movement toward
self-study as the only mode of learning.
Henderson feels that educators have gone off the deep end with their
enthusiasm and implementation of individualized instruction. He believes
that an individual should have the option of group instruction as well as
work~ng alone. Group interaction, exchange, and oral articulation are
necessary for an indi victual' s language fluency.
Yes, let's have individualization but in moderation, realizing that
other methods of learning are essential to a person's development.
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Encyclop3dia of Educational Research, Fourth Edition, pp 772-74
"Mathematics: lndividualization"
by Stephen S. Willoughby

"Van Engen and Gibb (1956) consider arithmetic an organized
system of general ideas, and show ....... how a child can learn with
understanding."
Research is being done in Wisconsin by De Vault, in California
by Suppes, and in Illinois by Kaufman, to determine what results are
produced when a computer is used to individualize instruction.
Another study is being conducted in England on individual children,
also with the use of a computer. In this case, readiness is stressed
to avoid rote memorization by the child.
Gurau has achieved what he terms as "success" with a class of
twelve students. In this experiment he used diagnostic tests, pro. grams, sets of exercises and teacher help. This was done in a remedial situation, and with a small class. The results might be somewhat
different, however, had a large class been involved.
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English Journal, 61:78-80 Ja 72
"Individualized Education and/or the Mod Squad"
by Sister Mary Sylvia

At this particular secon~ary school they had divided their day into

sixteen 20-minute modules. They then made up schedules which covered
a 10-day cycle with different class and time arrangements for each

day.
During a student's "free time" he would work on a LAP (Learning
Activity Packet). A pre-test is taken to determine if the individual
needs to cover the material within the given unit. A post-test is taken
at the completion of each LAP.
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Tne Encyclopedia of Education, 2:401
'Computers: Computer Managed Instruction"
by William W. Cooley

McLuhan and Leonard (1967) have made use of computers to keep
track of student progress - whether short or long term records are
necessary.

Mr. Cooley, however, feels that it is not enough simply

to monitor where the student is, but it must also be determined what
he has learned from those experiences.

Glaser provides a general instructional model:
1.

"The goals of learning are specified in terms of student behavior
and the conditions under which this behavior is to be exercised.

2. Diagnosis is made of the initial capabilities with which the
learner· begins a particular course of instruction. The capabilities that are assessed are those relevant to the forthcoming
instruction.
3. Educational alternatives adaptable to the initial profile of the
student are presented to him. The student selects or is
assigned one of these alternatives.
4.

Student performance is monitored and continuously assessed
as the student proceeds to learn.

5.

Instruction proceeds as a function of the relationship between
measures of student performance, available instructional
alternatives, and criteria of competence.

6.

As instruction proceeds, data are generated for monitoring
and improving the instructional system."
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The Encyclopedia of Education, 6: 125
"Mathematics Instruction: Elementary Schools"
by H. Van Engen

62 + 36 is a sum

and

98 is a sum

The equation 62 + 36 = 98 merely shows there are at least two
different representations for the sum. This illustrates the computa.tional meaning of addition.
The article further discusses the properties of operation called
"addition" in a set of whole numbers:
1. Closure: any two whole numbers, a and b, are always paired
with a third, c; a + b = c

2. Commutativity: addition is commutative; that is, for any two
whole numbers, a and b, a+ b = b + a
3. Associativity:· addition being a means for associating only
two numbers with a third, it is essential to state what such
expressions as 2 + 3 + 6 mean: (a+ b) + c =a+ (b + c)
4. Identity Element: the whole numbers contain an additive
identity element; that is, there is a number, O, such that
for any number a, a + 0 = a
Mathematics today is placing the emphasis on the properties of
operation rather than on computation processes. Another change is
being made in the content of the program. Geometry includes things
as symmetry, congruence, translations and reflections. Number
theory is concerned not only with the properties of operations, but
also in properties of certain sets of whole numbers.
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The Encyclopedia of Education, 6: 585
"Non-Graded Elementary Schools"
by Robert H. Anderson

Although this article is entitled "Non-Graded Elementary Schools"
some of its philosophical ideals were parallel to my thinking on an
individualized approach to learning.
The school (teacher) has a committment to the needs of the individual rather than the group.
Instruction should be learner-centered.
The teacher is the helper and facilitator. She provides the setting,
materials, acts as counselor, and is responsible for guiding the student
into more productive learning.
"A major result of non-gradedness should be genuine involvement

on the part of the student in his own learning experiences."
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Education Digest, 37: 37-40 March 72
"Successful Practices in Individualized Instruction: The Continuous
Academic Progress Program at Hilton, N. Y. "
by A. A. Herd

The C. A. P. (Continuous Academic Program) is based on the belief
that individualization in a program can increase learning.
Individualized Instruction is:
1. custom -tailored instruction that fits a particular learner
2. a means whereby the student can proceed at a pace commensurate with his ability
3. the opportunity for a 1-1 relationship between the student
and teacher
Individualized Instruction isn't:
1. turning student loose to learn in isolation
2. plugging students into a piece of instructional media
3. an end in itself, but rather a means of learning how to learn

The C. A. P. consists of four parts:
1. instructional packet
2. teaming (team planning)
3. A VJSTA (Audio-Visual Tutorial Approach)
4. Independent Study
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English Journal, 61: 87-91 January 72
"Step to the Back of the Class: An Approach to Individual Learning"
by P. Shipp

The students in each class determine what they expect from the
class itself. They consider the expectations that others have of them,
the goals of the English department, and how these goals can be best
met.
Mr. Shipp emphasized the need to go slowly in setting up this type
of a program. The class is organized in study groups in which the
children work together and assist each other.

He has periodic,

regular conferences with each child.

In this type of program the student bears the primary responsibility
for learning, and although the teacher provides an atmosphere where learning can take place, it is the student who does or doesn't fill his own
being with knowledge.
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E. R. I. C. Ed. 047894
"A Survey of Individualized Reading and Mathematics Programs"
by F~orence T. Pieronek

Mrs. Pieronek conducted a survey of the United States and Canadian
schools to find successful individualized instruction programs. This
report was given to the Calgary Alberta School Board.
Miami schools have developed a series of Sarni Probes {Systematic
Approach to Mathematics Instruction) from which the children are
guided into the texts which present the needed concept. The children
select their own games and materials.
Drs. Glasser, Bolvin, and Lindvall at the University of Pittsburg
have developed an Individually Prescribed Instruction Program (I. P. I.)
with prescription tests, from which worksheets are recommended.
Doris Lee, a Professor of Education at Portland University has
stated that, "Teachers must take themselves off the stage; must stop
making assignments; and must stop correcting papers. rrl
One of the most advantageous aspects of an individualized program
is that the students develop a more positive self-concept. If he sees
himself as one who can succeed, positive learning will most likely
occur.

1Lee, Doris, Diagnostic Teachin~, (N. E. A. Bulletin Dept. of
Elementary Kindergarten-Nursery E ucation, 199) p. 52.
-12-

OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM

The child's first involvement with the materials is that of taking the
inventory test.

A relaxed atmosphere must prevail.

The teacher should

explain that this is an exercise to determine how SHE can help the child
in mathematics, and not a test of his abilities.

He is not expected to be

able to do all of the problems, but as many as he can. Questions may be
answered concerning directions, but answers to specific problems on the
test must not be given. If one section is difficult for the child, encourage
him to skip it, and see if he can find other areas that are easier for him.

The teacher checks the test herself.

Although the grading is objective,

the placement of the child in the program is relatively subjective. Individual conferences should be held with each child and his placement in the
program should be determined at this time.

The program should be explained to the children as a whole, so that
they receive the same information.

A general, but simple, overview of

the program is necessary -- being careful not to go into much detail.
This could easily frustrate the children with so many things to remember.
Make it sound like fun!

)
''
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Again, the children should move into this program gradually. In
another session, hand out the individual Student Folders. They should
have ·in them the unit that the child is to begin work on. Explain the use
of the Check Lists attached to the inside of the folders.

The folders,

themselves, may be kept in the students' desks or in a designated spot
in the room.

The next step, and this may be at a later session, is to let the children begin working and learning. (Our regular mathematics period is held
in the morning, but children may work in their packets during any free
time that they might have during the day.) During the regular mathematics
class the teacher is responsible for giving any small group or individual
instruction that is necessary. She must be alert to any difficulties that
children 1night be having, assist in physical aspects of the program
(where to find answer sheets, helping to find lost pages, recording unit
progress, conferencing, etc.)

When a child completes a pag·e in his folder he is responsible for
checking it. The answer sheets must be easily available to him.
Realizing that several children may need the same answer sheet at the
same time, I have secured an additional teacher's manual for checking
· purposes.

A checked, and corrected if necessary, paper should go home.
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On the completion of an entire unit, the child must ask the teacher
for a Unit Test. This is checked by the teacher (or student and teacher)
and a conference is held to determine whether a child needs review,
reinforcement, or is ready to go on to the next stage.

At any rate, his

test score is recorded on his Check List, and also on the Teacher's
Unit Record Sheet.

If review or reinforcement is necessary, then the teacher recommends

appropriate material. There are many exercise sheets avail ab~ for each
unit as Follow- Up Material.

Learning should not be limited to these,

however. The teacher should realize the potential of games, flash card
drill, sibling tutorial services, film strips, and many other learning
devices.

When a group (6-8) of children is ready to begin a new unit, the
teacher conducts a Small Group Instruction Lesson. This may be at a
cluster of desks, on the floor, at the reading table, around the flannel
board, or in front of the chalk board. At this time a new unit is introduced
to the group. It may be necessary to do a short work sheet with the
children. They should be given ample opportunity to ask any questions
they might have.

Another occasion for Small Group Instruction may arise when
individuals are having considerable dnficulty with a particular concept,
or page. These should be very spontanteous and informal sessions.
Many of the exercises in Unit 11 are especially suitable for this approach.
-15-

Although I have not had the opportunity to develop· this, I can see
the possibility of using the listening post as a learning center in
mathematics. Directions for particular pages could be recorded
(those requiring the student to do a large amount of reading) and the
child, or even a group of students, could do their assignment at the
listening center.

Thus a child progresses from unit to unit - starting, pausing,
retracing, stopping at his own pace. He should become involved in the
program, but not controlled by it. Rather, it is his job to control,
manipulate, and modify the program to suit his needs.

He is essentially,

the program - for without him there would be nothing, save a bare
skeleton.
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COMPONENTS OF THE PROGRAM

Inventory Test
This is a test that has been designed to use for placement purposes. It
consists of 17 parts. As the units were developed, examples from each,
which were representative of the unit content, were taken. These problems
were then combined into a test -- ranging from the less difficult to the
more difficult concepts. This test will be given at the beginning of the
school year; a parallel form will be administered at the end of the school
year for comparison purposes, to see what the child has learned.
For record keeping accuracy, a simple "Teacher's Record Sheet"
has been designed. This lists each child's name and their test score,
both in total and component parts. Room for teacher comments is also
provided.
1

Student Folder
Each individual workbook will be divided into units, and one unit at
a time will be given,to the student to be kept in his Student Folder. He
is responsible for his own material -- keeping track of it, and maintaining accurate records of his performance.

Follow-Up Material
An assortment of prepared worksheets for each unit will be on file

for the child's use. These may be used within the unit as: 1) reinforcement of a particular concept, 2) material for students who desire more
challenging exercises, or as 3) "fill in" material for a student to work on
until an entire group is ready to proceed to the next unit.
-17-

Unit Tests
Since the children will be working on an individual basis and checking
their own papers, I felt it necessary to provide some type of evaluation
at the end of each unit. These were available from the Addison-Wesley
company. They are to be used as assessment tools, and will be checked
by the teacher.

Conferences
These are informal discussions between the student and teacher. They
may occur on any number of occasions, but are most necessary in the
fallowing situations:

1. After the inventory test has been evaluated, the student and
teacher will discuss the results and decide where the child
should begin his work.
2.

After each unit test has been evaluated, the teacher and child
should discuss the results to determine if the child needs
reinforcement in a particular area, or is ready to begin a
new unit.

3.

At any time a child is having difficulty, or needing assistance
the teacher must make herself available to the student. These
are "informal" conferences. Some students may require any
number, while others may not need as much help.

Small Group Instruction
These are "mini" lessons that will be given at the beginning of each
unit. The concepts, terminology, and types of problems contained within the next unit will be introduced at this time. In many cases review
of previously learned concepts will be necessary. It is hopeful that no
fewer than 6, nor more than 8, students will engage in this type of
learning activity at one time.
-18-

Small group instruction may also be necessary for · completing
particular pages within the unit. Those requiring a great deal of reading
on the _students part, are especially suitable for doing in a small group.
I've found that many times a student is able to work a problem if it is
given orally, but his ability to read prohibits him from doing it on his own.

Check Lists
Within each student's folder, an individual check list will be attached.
These will list each unit and the pages contained within each unit. When
a child begins a unit he notes the "date begun. " When he has completed
a unit he indicates on his check list that it is completed. Test scores of
each individual unit will be recorded. The child will be encouraged to
correct any mistakes before going on, but this cannot be made mandatory.

Answer Sheets
This is a self-checking program, with the exception of the inventory
and unit tests, so answer key sheets must be available to the student.
I have filled in each page of a student book with the correct answers.
These have been separated and will be kept in color-coded acetate
folders for durability purposes. They will be filed in chronological
order. When a particular unit is being used the answer sheets will be
encased in the acetate folders for the student's use. Feasibly, there
will be no more than 6 units in use at one time. The colors of the folders are blue, red, green, brown, yellow, and orange.
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Individual Unit Record Sheet
This is another record keeping device for the teacher's use. She will
have one for each pupil, on file. As a child completes a unit, it is recorded
in this manner: 1) date completed, 2) total points possible for unit test,
3) the child's score, and 4) comments by the teacher.

Manipulative Materials
The child should have many opportunities to work with concrete materials
prior to, and in conjunction with, applying mathematics in its abstract form.
These materials need not be expensive or elaborate. Many that I use have
been purchased either by the school or myself. The majority, however,
have been simply, collected.
Some of these are:
1. 12 inch rulers
2. yardsticks
3. compasses
4. protractors, templates of different sizes and shapes
5. jars of 1/2 pint, pint, quart, and gallon capacity
6. measuring spoons and cups
7. individual clock dials
8. individual and group number lines
9. parquetry blocks
10. peg boards and pegs
11. flash cards (addition and subtraction)
12. counting blocks
13. beanbags
14. buttons
15. wooden spools
16. plastic bottle caps
17. wooden and plastic beads
-20-

18. beans for counting
19. felt board with flannel cutouts (numerals and shapes)
20. wide assortment of mathematical games -- for large and
small group usage
21. place value sticks
22. bingo games
23. counting discs
24. tape measure
25. toy cash register with play money

·~ SET.
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UNIT STRUCTURE
Book 2 pages

Contents

1/ Cardinal Numbers and Numerals
Unit 2/ Place Value and Inequalities
Unit 3/ Addition Concepts

31 - 38

Unit 3 1/2 / Subtraction Concepts

39 - 52

Unit

Unit
Unit

4/

Addition and Subtraction Combinations
through 10

5/ Regrouping

Combinations to 10

Unit 5 1/2 / Regrouping Combinations to 18
Unit

6/

Addition and Subtraction Combinations
through 18

Unit 6 1/2 / Telling Time
Unit

1- 6
7 - 30

53 - 70
71 - 80

83 - 96
(omit 81-82)
97 - 132
(omit 105-106)
133 - 140

7/ Two-digit

Addition and Subtraction
without Regrouping

141 - 178
(omit 149-150)

Unit 8/ Place Value in Three- and Four-digit
Numbers

179 - 198

Unit 9/ Extending the Algorithms

199 - 208

Unit 10/ Addition: Two-digit Numbers with
Regrouping

209 - 220

Unit 11/ Subtraction: Two-digit Numbers with
Regrouping

221 - 240

Unit 12/ Number Theory

241 - 246

Unit 13/ Multiplication Concepts

247 - 268

Unit 14/ Applications

269 - 288
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LETTER TO PARENTS

Parents can be, and should be, an elementary teacher's best
friends.

Because of this, I feel that parents should be very much

aware of what is happening in their child's school and classroom.
This includes, of course, any major changes in policy or procedure.
For this reason, a letter informing the parents of the Individualized
Mathematics Program to be implemented in the classroom, would be
sent home.

Because the actual program itself might be a bit confusing to the
students at first, it should be given at least a week's "trial period"
before visitors are invited into the classroom. After the program had
"oriented" itself, a letter similar to the one on the following page
could be used.

-23-

September 12, 1972
Dear Parents:
This year your child will have an opportunity to participate in an
individualized mathematics program. This does not mean that he will
be involved in a different mathematics curriculum. He will be working
in the same text that the rest of the school is using, Addison-Wesley.
. Simply, it means that your child will be working at his own learning
rate. It gives him the chance to work as rapidly or as slowly as he
needs to, to understand the concepts.
This doesn't eliminate the teacher by any means. Rather, it makes
more demands on her -- as she is responsible for keeping track of thirty
different levels instead of just one, per day.
The units will be introduced in small groups, and the children will
work on their own, receiving help whenever required. They will check
many of their own papers, with the exception of the tests.
I'm certain that you will have questions and concerns about what
we 're doing. To me, this indicates an interest on your part. I will
be happy to answer your questions if you call, or stop by after school.
Our regular mathematics period is from 10:45 to 11:30 each day. Please
feel free to visit during this time.
Sincerely,

Mrs. Condon
-24-

APPENDIX

Sample A .••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Inventory Test - Teacher's Record
Sample B......•.•....•...•.....••........•. Individual Unit Record Sheet
Sample C.....•.................•..••••.........•. Individual Check List
Sample D .....•.....•.•..............•......••... Inventory Test (page 4)
Sample E ......•..•.....•.................. Follow-Up Worksheet (Unit 2)
Sample F .. . ............................... Follow-Up Worksheet (Unit 5)
Sample G. ... • ....• • ....... . ... . ........... Follow-Up Worksheet (Unit 9)
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Non-Thesis Proposal
Virginia Condon
June 26, 1972

INDIVIDUALIZED MATHEMATICS PROGRAM FOR SECOND GRADE
Being somewhat disillusioned with the present lock-step method of teaching mathematics, I am attempting to develop a more suitable program, one
that takes the child's needs and abilities into consideration.

To me, this

would be an individualized program, allowing each child to progress at his
own learning rate. Those requiring additional reinforcement would recieve
it before going on to a new concept, and those that were able to move faster

\Vould not be held back by the rest of the group.
One of the adopted texts in the Lake Washington School District, and the
one presently being used in our building, is Addison-Wesley, so I will use
that as the structure on which to build.

I am using this for two reasons:

1) I do not feel that I have sufficient background in the field of mathematics
to develop a totally new program, and 2) the process of adopting a new
program for use in the district is rather involved, and might prevent my
using the program in the 1972-73 school year.
The procedures to be used are relatively simple, but must be followed
in an orderly fashion.
1.

The first step is that of doing research on individualized learning

programs that have been developed -- particularly in the field of mathematics. Most of this will be done in the library, and will involve reading
texts, magazine articles, periodicals, and manuscripts dealing with the
subject being studied.

This should lay the groundwork for my project.

Notes and records of my findings will be kept.

2. The next step is somewhat related to the first.

I will do compre-

hensive reading of the teacherrs manual and outline the concepts to be
included in the individualized program.
3. Next, I will organize the material into teachable units. I feel that
some of the already established units could be combined and simplified,
while others may be unnecessary and can be eliminated altogether. In some
cases, substitutions will be made.
4. The next step involves analyzing each unit thoroughly, and
individualizing it. Some pages are too complex for children to do on their
own. That is, they may include several sets of directions which need to
be explained step by step. In many cases, this is the child's first exposure

to this type of problem. I intend to provide the child with enough prior
experiences with these types of problems, so that he will be able to complete
the worksheets without difficulty.
5. Although the book provides post-tests for each unit, I believe for
accurate measurement and placement, that diagnostic pre-tests are
essential.

These will need to be developed.

6. For those children who have completed a given unit, but are not
ready to learn a new concept, I will design extra worksheets.
7. The next process involves the highly significant area of checking
and recording pupil progress. I've considered a large chart-type form
which would be displayed in the classroom.

I believe, however, I will

have individual progress records in each childrs packet.
8. The final step would involve dry-mounting or laminating each
page from a student workbook with the correct answers written in. These
would be filed chronologically, by a color-coded unit, so that each child
could correct his own work after completing a particular page.

This program does not eliminate the teacher, as new units will be
introduced to an entire group, or a fourth of the group. Then the children
will pace themselves accordingly within the unit. When the assigned pages
are completed, additional material will be available for their pursuance.
This puts the emphasis on the child as the learner, rather than the adult
as the teacher.

